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This report contains trajectory plots for IMP-7 (Explorer 47). For each
orbit the trajectory is shownin five panels on two pages; each panel is a
different representation or projection. The trajectory parameters were obtained
from the multi-coordinate ephemeris (MCE)tapes supplied to IMPexperimenters by
the IMPproject.
The plots on the right hand pages use a geocentric, solar-ecliptic
coordinate system (the XSE-axis points towards the Sun; the YSE-axis is in the
ecliptic plane oppositely directed to the motion of the earth in its orbit; and
the ZSE-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system). Distances are in
units of Earth radii (6371 km), The upper panel showsthe trajectory in
cylindrical coordinates. The Sun-Earth line is the axis of the cylinder and one
would expect the earth's bowshock and magnetopauseto be roughly symmetric about
that axis (neglecting aberration of the flow), Average shock and magnetopause
l
shapes are shownon the plot to give a sense of the region which the spacecraft
is traversing. The moon's position is also shownin the upper panel of most of
the plots; the orbit of the moonclearly is badly distorted on the remaining
plots due to bad data on the MCEtapes. Note that the node numbermayalso be
incorrect.
The plots on the left-hand pages use geocentric, solar magnetospheric
coordinates with distances in Earth radii (the XGSM-axispoints at the sun;
the XGSM-ZGSMplane contains the geomagnetic dipole such that ZGSMis positive
northward; and the YGSM-axiscompIFetesthe right-handed coordinate system).
Twodifferent weight lines are used; the lighter line corresponds to negative
values of ZGSMin the upper panel and to values of XGSMless than -lO in the
lower panel.
Time is indicated by a symbol at the beginning of each day; normally
the day numberfor every second day is given. Similar plots of the trajectory
2have been distributed by King and Teague.
IModel shock and magnetopauseare taken from, "Explorer 33 and 35 Plasma
observations of MagnetosheathFlow," H. C. Howe, Jr., and J. H. Binsack,
JGR77, 3334 (1972), Equations 1 and 2.
2j. H. King and M. J. Teague, Trajectories of Explorer 43, 47 and 50,
September1972-December1975, GSFC-X-601-76-38.
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